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A flexicurity labor market during recession
Long-term unemployment did not rise under the flexicurity model
during the great recession, despite the large drop in GDP
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Labor market turnover rates remained high even after
the great recession
Outflows from jobs
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Before the great recession of 2008–2009, the “flexicurity”
model (with flexibility for firms to adjust their labor force
along with income security for workers through the social
safety net) attracted attention for its ability to deliver low
unemployment. But how did it fare during the recession,
especially in Denmark, which has been highlighted as
having a well-functioning flexicurity model? Flexible hiring
and firing rules are expected to lead to large adjustments
in employment in a recession. Did the high rate of job
turnover continue or did long-term unemployment rise?
And did the social safety net become overburdened?
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Source: Based on data from Danish Employer Association, Statistical
News (various issues). Online at: http://www.da.dk

KEY FINDINGS
Pros
High rates of flows into and out of jobs enable
firms to more readily adjust labor inputs to the
business cycle and structural changes.
High job turnover rates make it easy for most
unemployed workers to find jobs, implying that
most unemployment spells are short.
In the wake of the great recession, there has been
no steep increase in long-term unemployment and
no signs of increased structural unemployment.
It is fairly easy for youth to enter the labor market,
and the youth unemployment rate is relatively low.

Cons
Reconciling unemployment support with jobsearch incentives is challenging and places a heavy
burden on active labor market policies.
The flexicurity model risks encouraging excess
turnover of labor.
The system reduces incentives for firm-specific
training.
Public finances are sensitive to the employment
level, and for the system to function in a crisis,
governments must ensure adequate fiscal space.
There is a high risk that low-educated workers will
be marginalized in the labor market.

AUTHOR’S MAIN MESSAGE
Denmark is often considered as the archetype flexicurity model, and is therefore an interesting test case for how well the
model has coped with the great recession. Gross job flows in Denmark remain high, most unemployment spells are short,
and there are no strong signs of an increase in long-term unemployment. These outcomes are remarkable since the boombust pattern in Denmark before and after the crisis implied a large drop in GDP and thus in labor demand. Yet there are no
indications that the prolonged aggregate demand shock has increased structural unemployment. What seems to account
for the success of the model are Denmark’s active labor market policies and having the fiscal space to accommodate
the crisis.
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